Date: September 1, 2018
To: WPI Faculty
From: Committee on Graduate Studies and Research (Prof. Scarlata, Co-Chair)
Re: Motion to approve the September 2018 graduate student graduation list

Motion: The Office of the Registrar reports that the following candidates have, as of September 1, 2018, completed all of the requirements for the degree designated in the department or program indicated and are eligible to receive that degree. Therefore, as Chair of the Committee on Graduate Studies and Research, I move that these students be approved for September 1, 2018 graduation.

Doctor of Philosophy

Chemical Engineering:
Satish Kumar Iyemperumal

Computer Science:
Hang Cai

Learning Sciences and Technology:
Naomi Bennett Wixon

Mathematical Sciences:
Kyle George Dunn

Mechanical Engineering:
Alireza Mahdavi Nejad
Vahid Rahneshin

Robotics Engineering:
Christopher Julius Nycz
Benzun Pious Wisely Babu

Master of Business Administration

Patrick John Allen
Sina Bagheri
Tuhina Bhattacharya
Juliana Dias Dube
Andrew Joseph Gandia
Jie Gao
William Eaton Holden III
Arthur Joseph Posch
Mochamad Yoga Pratama
Marouane Smaili
David Q. Zhang

Master of Engineering

Electrical and Computer Engineering:
Joshua Sampson Edelman
Amanda Marie Gatz
Anna Louise Wildman

Power Systems Engineering:
Abiy Assefa
Marcos Antonio Cruz
Patrick Donald Dubinski
Craig Andrew Marien
Jeffrey Jamison Parker, Jr.
Marie Claire N. Ruvunangiza
Douglas Leigh Smith
Colin Philip Sullivan
Elias Daniel Venegas
Diego Villarreal

Master of Science

Bioinformatics and Computational Biology:
Xiaojun Wang
Biomedical Engineering:
Johanna Eleanor Santos
Natalie Vargas Montoya

Chemical Engineering:
Junbo Chen
Weiran Gao

Computer Science:
Zhanna Kaufman
Tingting Ma

Data Science:
Rohitpal Singh
Monica Lauren Tlachac

Electrical and Computer Engineering:
Samuel P. Burke
Aung Thu Htet
Jumshaid Hussain
Matthew M. Jones
Kevin Ronald MacDougall
Kaung Myat San Oo
Kevin Mark Skey

Environmental Engineering:
Kevin M. Gray
Helin Zhang

Fire Protection Engineering:
Cameron Thomas Wang Currie
Alexander John Gikas
Michael James Morlock
Samuel Michael Pavlat
Abbey Leigh Teliska

Information Technology:
Anqi Zhu

Manufacturing Engineering:
Nii Quei A. Affanie
Francis J. Hanrahan

Materials Process Engineering:
Gordon T. Gourdine
James Robert Pohorylo

Mechanical Engineering:
Kyle Leonard Doolin
Keegan A. Knorr
Archie Raval
Srinivasan Rengaswami
Ronit Prasad Sawant
Ryan Adam Smolenski
Blakeley Shay Williams

Power Systems Management:
Christopher J. Boucher
Rigoberto Milla Monteilh
George Nkwa
Llynsley Bernard Rogers-Wright

Robotics Engineering:
Nathaniel Aaron Goldfarb
Radian A. Gondokaryono
Harish Karunakaran
Srikanth Malla
Nolan Ian Reginald Poulin
Michael David Twardowski

System Dynamics and Innovation Management:
Shiya Cao

System Dynamics:
Dan S. Compton

Systems Engineering:
William R. Austin, Jr.
Matthew Francis Chrobak
Nell Elizabeth Finigan
Steven Richard Grimes
Christopher Brandon Alexcien Jelks
Christopher John Poblete
Dayton Raphel Rhymes
Abijit Saha
Nyamebekyere Sobukwe Smith
James Stewart Whyte
Brittany Ruth Zabinski